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Many tokamaks achieve optimum plasma performance by achieving low recycling; 
various wall conditioning techniques including helium glow discharge cleaning (HeGDC) are 
routinely applied to help achieve low recycling. Many of these techniques allow strong, 
transient wall pumping, but they may not be effective for long-pulse tokamaks, such as the 
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), the Tokamak Physics Experi
ment (TPX), Tore Supra Continu, and JT-60SU. Continuous particle exhaust using an in-situ 
pumping scheme may be effective for wall inventory control in such devices. Recent particle 
balance experiments on the Tore Supra and DUI-D tokamaks demonstrated that the wall 
particle inventory could be reduced during a given discharge by use of continuous particle 
exhaust [1-3]. In this paper we report the first results of wall inventory control and good 
performance with the in-situ DIII-D cryopump, replacing the HeGDC normally applied 
between discharges. 

To examine the global particle balance and the role of graphite walls, a series of 
discharges without HeGDC (following reference discharges with HeGDC) was executed on 
the DIII-D tokamak. After the inter-shot HeGDC was terminated, the wall inventory 
gradually increased. Discharges were conducted with the cryopump off until burn-through 
problems were encountered because the neutral pressure became too high during the current 
rampup phase, despite the elimination of the prefill gas puff. At this point, the divertor 
cryopump was activated and discharges were executed in an effort to reduce the net wall 
inventory. These discharges were conducted in lower single-null divertor configuration and 
had the following plasma parameters: I p = 1.5 MA, Bt = 2.1 T, PNBI = 6.3 MW (ELMy, 
H-mode confinement discharges). 

The DHJ-D advanced divertor includes a toroidally symmetric biasing ring and baffle, 
which create a pumping plenum for the in-vessel helium cryogenic condensation pump [4]. 
The cryopump particle exhaust rate was optimized by placement of the outer divertor strike 
point near the entrance to the pump plenum [1,3]. Several diagnostics provided measurements 
of the neutral pressure in this plenum, thereby allowing for multiple estimates of the exhaust 
flux. In this paper, data is presented from both a fast time-response (T ~ 2 ms) neutral 
pressure gauge [5] and a slower time-response, magnetically shielded capacitance manometer 
(T ~ 1 5 0 m s ) . ra g ta $&• r---" 7^3? 
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The wall particle loading rate during discharges is estimated as the difference between 
the measured input gas sources and sinks: 

c _ chot , acold , ~ dNe dN0 
bwall ~ ^NBI + *NBI + tpuff Jt Jt \ryo (1) 

where SNBI = energetic beam particle fueling, 

Sflgj = cold particle fueling from gas in beam lines, 

Spu£ = gas puff fueling, 
dN 
—jf- = neutral loss rate due to plasma formation, 
d N 0 
—jp = neutral gas buildup rate, 
S Q = cryopump exhaust rate = R(Po) * Po 
R(Po) = measured cryopumping speed, 
Po = pump plenum neutral pressure, 

Swall = w a l 1 P u m P r a t e -

The net wall loading over the duration of the discharge is readily obtained by integration 
of the wall loading rate, Swan, defined in Eq. (1). The largest source is the gas input during 
the current rampup phase and the largest sink is the cryopump exhaust when activated. In the 
absence of strong divertor particle exhaust, the wall inventory showed a net increase of 
150 torr-1 by the end of the reference discharge(#83742). With continuous particle exhaust, 
the net wall inventory was reduced at the end of the first active cryopump discharge (#83757) 
by about 200 torr-1. The particle balance described above was applied to each discharge of 
the experiment. The amount of gas exhaust between discharges is small (-10-20 torr-1) 
during non-disruptive terminations [6] but was included in the analysis. However, one dis
ruptive termination of the plasma resulted in the evolution and pumpout of 420 torr-1 gas 
from the wall. In Fig. 1, the computed net wall loading increased after the reference dis
charge. Toward the end of the wall loading phase (discharges #83751-#83755), the pro
grammed main plasma density setpoint was increased to reduce the number of discharges re
quired to arrive at the full wall capacity. The net wall loading increased during these dis
charges. The cryopump was activated after discharge #83756; the subsequent discharges 
displayed a reduction in net wall inventory (wall unloading phase). This reduction occurred 
using either the ion gauge or capacitance manometer in the cryopump exhaust rate calcula
tion. By the end of the wall unloading phase, the net wall depletion during the discharges 
approached zero, suggesting that an equilibrium wall inventory value was being reached. 

Both exhaust flux estimates indicated that the net wall inventory approaches or goes 
below the initial value at the end of the discharge sequence to within the error bars of the 
estimates. The difference between the ion gauge and capacitance manometer estimates may 
be explained by the presence of hydrocarbons in the pump plenum, which would cause the 
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Fig. 1. Cumulative wall loading vs. discharge number, deduced from 
ionization gauge (closed) and capacitance manometer (open). 

ion gauge to indicate a higher 
neutral pressure for a given 
particle flux because of the 
increased ionization efficiency 
for hydrocarbons as compared 
with deuterium molecules. 
Hence, the analysis indicates 
that the wall inventory level 
with divertor pumping is 
effectively restored to or 
reduced below the value prior 
to the termination of the 
HeGDC sessions. 

The conclusion that the wall inventory is first increased and then reduced is supported 
by other data. On DIII-D the gas input required to reach a prescribed ohmic target density 
during the plasma startup phase is determined by the digital feedback system and affected by 
wall conditions. If it is assumed that the wall outgassing rate increases with the wall inven
tory, then the external gas input required to reach the target density is expected to increase as 
the wall inventory decreases. As displayed in Fig. 2, the required gas did decrease during the 
phase without HeGDC, i.e. as the wall inventory was increased during the wall loading phase. 
The gas directly pumped by the cryopump has been subtracted (cryo on phase). 
Correspondingly, the required gas increased during the phase of discharges with the active 
cryopump, i.e. as the wall inventory was reduced during the wall unloading phase. The data 
in Fig. 2 also suggest that the wall was nearly saturated at the end of the wall loading phase 
because the gas input required during the rampup phase approached the plasma inventory 
(20 torr-1), indicating a very high fueling efficiency (>60%). It is worth noting that excellent 
density control was re-established within a few discharges after the cryopump was activated. 

During the wall loading 
phase of the discharge se
quence, the plasma stored en
ergy in the ELMy phase of the 
first discharge without preced
ing HeGDC was reduced by 
~15% as compared with the 
reference discharges (Fig. 3). 
Subsequent discharges exhib
ited roughly the same stored 
energy, i.e. the stored energy 
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Fig. 2. Gas input required to achieve the ohmic density vs. discharge 
number. 
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Fig. 3. Plasma stored energy vs. discharge number. 

did not degrade as the net wall 
loading increased. The plasma 
stored energy on the first two 
discharges with the cryopump 
on (#83757, #83758) was 
restored to the value of the ref
erence discharges; the follow
ing discharges (#83761-
#83767) showed a modest 
decline in the stored energy 

because cryopump operation reduced the line-average plasma density. This result is expected 
because of previous work [7] indicating that the thermal confinement time has a weak density 

A 1 C 

dependence^ xtn «= rig ). 
It is evident from the data and analysis that the wall particle inventory can be controlled 

by continuous divertor cryopump operation, even in the absence of inter-shot HeGDC. 
Coupled with the observation that density control is maintained in this mode of operation, the 
data suggest that a pumping (i.e. low recycling) wall can be maintained for a substantial 
period of time. This result is particularly attractive from the standpoint that next generation 
devices can not easily turn off super-conducting magnet coils in order to perform HeGDC for 
particle control in ELMy H-mode discharges, i.e. long-pulse particle control and reasonably 
high stored energy can be obtained by divertor pumping alone. It cannot be inferred from 
these data, however, that HeGDC is not needed for peak plasma performance in ELM-free 
plasmas. That experiment awaits installation of new hardware which will allow efficient 
pumping of high-triangularity VH-mode discharges. 
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